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Motivation and problem statement Proposed solution Where are we now?

Our goal is to empower people to 
share in the sum of all knowledge.

We do not have a shared definition 
of knowledge gaps.

At least some of our decisions are at 
best sub-optimal because we do not 
see the full spectrum of the gaps we 
face, the relationship between these 
gaps, and the possibilities to address 
them.

Plus, we don’t have standard 
practices for measuring our 
knowledge gaps and tracking our 
progress (or lack thereof). 

Develop a taxonomy of knowledge 
gaps. 

Develop and gather metrics for 
measuring every level of the 
taxonomy.

Define targets for closing gaps.

Develop a composite index to 
measure knowledge gaps (across 
languages?)

We have proposed a definition for 
knowledge gaps and developed a 
taxonomy of knowledge gaps.

We are seeking your feedback to 
improve the taxonomy of knowledge 
gaps.

Core principle: How we arrive at the destination (a knowledge gap index) is as important, if not more important, 
than the index itself. This is a research effort and we actively seek collaborations, feedback, radical ideations, etc. 
We are committed to do this work with you and for you.



The global direction: Knowledge Equity
[from Movement Strategy]

_Knowledge equity: As a social movement, we will focus_
_our efforts on the knowledge and communities that have_
_been left out by structures of power and privilege. We will_
_welcome people from every background to build strong and _
_diverse communities. We will break down the social, political,_
_and technical barriers preventing people from accessing and_
_contributing to free knowledge._



How far are we from reaching knowledge equity?

Operationalize knowledge equity 
Identify and measure the individual components 
based on which we can track our progress towards 
this goal



How far are we from reaching knowledge equity?
Examples from research on Wikipedia gender gap

Distribution of languages by % of female biographies

Source: Wikidata Human 
Gender Indicators (WHGI)



How to do this more systematically?
First step is to identify individual gaps which prevents 
from reaching knowledge equity. The taxonomy then maps 
all types of gaps we can find in Wikimedia Spaces.

Knowledge gaps:
Disparities with respect to coverage of 
specific groups of readers, contributors 
or content across Wikimedia projects.



Taxonomy of Knowledge gaps: how we built it
Finding the taxonomy’s root dimensions

Readers

ContributorsContent



Taxonomy of Knowledge gaps
To be able to quantify gaps in knowledge equity, we 
first need a systematic definition of what they are.

sociodemographics

Structured 
Taxonomy

Elements of the
Wikimedia ecosystem

content topics

accessibility
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Taxonomy of Knowledge gaps: how we built it
Finding evidence of knowledge gaps from different sources

Academic Literature Movement Strategy 
and Initiatives

Community Surveys



Taxonomy of Knowledge gaps: Structure

Root Dimensions: 
main actors of the 
Wikimedia Ecosystem



Taxonomy of Knowledge gaps: Structure
Gaps:
individual aspects of 
the Wikimedia 
Ecosystem having 
evidence of inequality

Root Dimensions: 
main actors of the 
Wikimedia Ecosystem



Taxonomy of Knowledge gaps: Structure
Gaps:
individual aspects of 
the Wikimedia 
Ecosystem having 
evidence of inequality

Root Dimensions: 
main actors of the 
Wikimedia Ecosystem

Facets:
Groups of gaps referring 
to similar properties or 
objectives



Readers



Readers-facet 1: Sociodemographics



Readers-facet 2: Accessibility



Readers-facet 3: Information Need



Contributors



Content



Content-facet 1: Policy



Content-facet 2: Diversity



Content-facet 3: Accessibility



Taxonomy of Knowledge Gaps



Intersections between Knowledge Gap Dimensions:
From contributors -> content

Read More: Brent Hecht and Darren Gergle. Measuring Self-Focus Bias in Community-Maintained Knowledge Repositories

https://dl.eusset.eu/bitstream/20.500.12015/2662/1/00401.pdf


Intersections between Knowledge Gap Dimensions:
From readers -> contributors

Read More: Aaron Shaw and Eszter Hargittai. The Pipeline of Online Participation Inequalities: The Case of Wikipedia Editing

Readers

Contributors

Content

https://academic.oup.com/joc/article-abstract/68/1/143/4915319


Readers

ContributorsContent

Intersections between Knowledge Gap Dimensions:
From content -> readers

Read More: Isaac Johnson, Florian Lemmerich, Diego Sáez-Trumper, Robert West, Markus Strohmaier, Leila Zia.
Global gender differences in Wikipedia readership

People tend to read
content that relates to
their identity and context:
gender, age, geography, etc.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.10403


Taxonomy of Knowledge Gaps
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Page 7, 8, 25: Model of engagement with the Wikimedia movement by Margeigh Novotny / CC BY-SA 4.0
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wikimedia_Foundation_2019_Medium_Term_Plan_-_model.png

Page 9: A visual for the Wikimedia Movement Strategy recommendations by Riesenspatz / Svenja Kirsch, Anna Lena 
Schiller, riesenspatz.de / CC BY-SA 4.0
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wikimedia_2018-20_Recommendations_all_in_one_final.svg

Page 9, 14: Global South User Survey 2014 - Full Analysis by Report HaithamS (WMF) / CC BY-SA 4.0
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Global_South_User_Survey_2014_-_Full_Analysis_Report.pdf

Page 23 By Addshore - Source: https://tools.wmflabs.org/wikidata-analysis/20190513/geo2png/ Data:
https://tools.wmflabs.org/wikidata-analysis/20190513/, CC0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=80275925 

Page 24 By Aaronshaw - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=69429179 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wikimedia_Foundation_2019_Medium_Term_Plan_-_model.png
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Page 5 is from the Wikidata Human Gender Indicators (WHGI): http://whgi.wmflabs.org/

Page 9 is from Shaw and Hargittai "The Pipeline of Online Participation Inequalities: The Case of Wikipedia Editing": 

https://academic.oup.com/joc/article-abstract/68/1/143/4915319 

Page 14 is from the blogpost “Wikipedia, past and present” : 

https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/2011/01/13/wikipedia-past-and-present/

Page 15 is from the flyer for Kiwix: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:New_Kiwix_Flyer_ENG.pdf

Page 16 (top) is the “Why the world Reads Wikipedia” blog post from WMF’s Blog: 

https://wikimediafoundation.org/news/2018/03/15/why-the-world-reads-wikipedia/

Page 16 (bottom)  is from Figure 2 of the paper “Why we read Wikipedia” : https://arxiv.org/abs/1702.05379

Page 19 is from the English Wikipedia core content policy page: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Core_content_policies

Page 20  is the Gender Gap Portal from meta.wikimedia.org: https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Gender_gap

Page 21 (top) is from the article “Readability of Wikipedia”: 

https://firstmonday.org/ojs/index.php/fm/article/view/3916/3297

Page 21 (bottom) is from Simple English Wikipedia main page: https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page

Credits 2/2 (screenshots)

http://whgi.wmflabs.org/
https://academic.oup.com/joc/article-abstract/68/1/143/4915319
https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/2011/01/13/wikipedia-past-and-present/
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:New_Kiwix_Flyer_ENG.pdf
https://wikimediafoundation.org/news/2018/03/15/why-the-world-reads-wikipedia/
https://arxiv.org/abs/1702.05379
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Core_content_policies
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Gender_gap
https://firstmonday.org/ojs/index.php/fm/article/view/3916/3297
https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page


Thank you and please give us feedback!

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki
/Research_talk:Knowledge_Gaps_I
ndex/Taxonomy 

OR (same link; easier to copy)

https://w.wiki/d79 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1lHsboIBy5WsdeLflhpuPlQRkcppMOabf/preview
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research_talk:Knowledge_Gaps_Index/Taxonomy
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research_talk:Knowledge_Gaps_Index/Taxonomy
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research_talk:Knowledge_Gaps_Index/Taxonomy
https://w.wiki/d79
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Sources:
1 https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/04/22/some-americans-dont-use-the-internet-who-are-they/ft_19-04-22_noninternetusers_bar/ 

2 Aaron Shaw and Eszter Hargittai. The Pipeline of Online Participation Inequalities: The Case of Wikipedia Editing
3 https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Strategy/Wikimedia_movement/2017/Sources/Brand_awareness,_attitudes,_and_usage_research_(July_2017) 

4 https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Surveys_on_the_gender_of_editors/Report
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Intersections between Knowledge Gap Dimensions:
From readers -> contributors
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